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 3rd Year
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10 Fingerprints & 2 Iris Scans 

- Just To Pay For Electricity
The glaring issues with India’s identification system – and the recent trend of companies storing 
more and more user data.



What is 

Aadhaar?

 Ideally – a fool proof identification system that 

prevents fake I.D’s

 Reality – a mess



What is it for?

 Accessing government facilities

 Paying Taxes

 Welfare

 Pensions

 Proof of identity (even though the government say it 

shouldn’t be) and residence

 Bank Accounts

 Phone Contracts

 Gas and Electricity

 Each I.D number is supplied by the Unique 

Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) and stored in 

a single centralised data centre.



Other Facts

 90% of total population (over 1.2 billion people) hold 

an Aadhaar number. 

 More than 21 billion banking and other digital 

transactions take place annually under the scheme.



What’s the issue? (Its shit)

 Reliance on the scheme has made it almost compulsory (violating various 

rights to privacy in India)

 The Minister for Information Technology told local media that the biometric 

records in the Aadhaar data vault could not be hacked "even with the 

billionth effort."

 Even if the vault is “fairly secure”, the services and infrastructure that use it 

are not.







The App

 Baptiste Robert (Also known as @fs0c131y) decompiled the Android App

 Extracted the database password and password salt

 Concluded it was the same for every user.

 They don’t know how to generate certificates.
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Leaks

 In January 2018 it was exposed that anonymous 

WhatsApp users were offering services for 500 

rupees (about £5.80) which gave the client an 

administrator login to the database and view all 

personal details about a user – excluding 

biometrics.

 For an extra 300 rupees, they’d also throw in a 

piece of software that allowed the client to print 

any card they wanted.





More Leaks







No Breach != No Leak
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Some More Leaks





That Last One

 Modified software patch that:

 Disabled GPS checking

 Lowered the sensitivity of the Iris recognition

 Create multiple fake cards easily.

 Could’ve been avoided if the system was server-side since its only meant to 

be accessed by those with authorisation.



Storage of 

Sensitive Data



Conclusion

 Consumers are too willing to give 

unnecessary data

 No developer should believe their 

system is impenetrable

 Is the risk of storing all this data too 

great for the little convenience it 

creates?



@fs0c131y vs. 

the world
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